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วิชาภาษาอังกฤษ (60 ขอ)
Read the text below and decide which answer, A, B, C or D best fits each space.
READING 1 :
It is very important to have healthy teeth. Good teeth help us to chew our
food. They also help us to look nice. How does a tooth go bad? The decay begins in a little
crack in the enamel covering of the tooth. This happens after germs and bits of food have
collected there. Then the decay slowly spreads inside the tooth. Eventually, poison goes
into the blood, and we may feel quite ill.
How can we keep our teeth healthy? Firstly, we ought to visit our dentist
twice a year. He can fill the small holes in our teeth before they destroy the teeth. He can
examine our teeth to check that they are growing in the right way. Unfortunately, many
people wait until they have toothache before they see a dentist. Secondly, we should brush
our teeth with a toothbrush and fluoride toothpaste at least twice a day – once after
breakfast and once before we go to bed. We can also use wooden toothpicks to clean
between our teeth after a meal. Thirdly, we should eat food that is good for our teeth and
our body: milk, cheese, fish, brown bread, potatoes, red rice, raw vegetables and fresh
fruit. Chocolates, sweets, biscuits and cakes are bad, especially when we eat them
between meals. They are harmful because they stick to our teeth and cause decay.
61. Good teeth mainly help us to ____.
A. look nice
B. chew our food
C. look important
D. have good eyesight
62. When food and germs collect in a small crack, our teeth _______.
A. become hard
B. make us feel quite ill
C. begin to decay
D. send poison into the blood
63. A lot of people do not visit a dentist until ____.
A. they have toothache
B. they have holes in their teeth
C. they have brushed their teeth
D. their teeth grow properly
64. What may be most harmful to our teeth?
A. red rice
B. raw vegetables C. fresh fruit
D. sweet things
65. The best title for the passage would be _______.
A. “How to keep our teeth healthy”
B. “How to make our teeth nicer”
C. “How to clean our teeth”
D. “How to keep our teeth ever white”
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READING 2 :
Do you want to plan for some kind of exciting trip? Do you have a million
dollars? Are you very healthy? Are you a good traveler? Do you want to go to nowhere?
Then you can have a trip to space.
If you ___(66) __ to take the trip, you will have to get ready a few months
before the flight. You must be in excellent ___(67) ___ condition. You should run a lot,
swim every day, and do ___(68)__ and push-ups. You must get a letter from the doctor that
shows you are in ___(69)__ health.
Once you get on the trip, you will be in a different world. You will see
pictures of the Earth. You may also find your country and other ___(70)___ places. You will
be able to see the oceans, the big rivers and the tall mountains.
When you are in __(71)__, you will not weigh anything. You will feel totally
free and enjoy the wonderful __(72)__ you have never had before. If you __(73)__ on board
now, you would experience those marvelous things.
66. A. decided
B. deciding
C. decides
D. decide
67. A physics
B. physician
C. physical
D. physicist
68. A homework
B. housework
C. aerobics
D. cooking
69. A bad
B. perfect
C. sick
D. well
70. A. interest
B. interested
C. interesting
D. interests
71. A orbit
B. class
C. place
D world
72. A feel
B. feeling
C. felt
D. fill
73. A are
B. is
C. am
D. were
Choose A, B, C or D to complete the following passage:
There has been a revolution in the world of newspapers. Not many years
__(74)___, newspapers were still being produced using techniques unchanged for
__(75)___ hundred years.
The journalists gave their stories to a typist, who prepared them for an
editor, who passed them on __(76)___ the printer. The printer, who was a __(77)___ skilled
man, set up the type. __(78)___ was then collected to make the pages. When the pages
were complete, the printing machines could be __(79)___.
Nowadays what __(80)___? The journalists type their stories into a
computer. The __(81)___ checks their spelling, plans the page, shapes the articles. When
the pages are ready, another computer may control the printing.
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__(82)___ can be no doubt about it, producing a newspaper is an entirely
different __(83)___ now.
74. A. before
B. after
C. ago
D. yet
75. A. a
B. some
C. an
D. over
76. A. to
B. by
C. through
D. with
77. A. hardly
B. mostly
C. partly
D. very
78. A. They
B. Which
C. This
D. All
79. A. switched
B. started
C. stopped
D. moved
80. A. gives
B. occurs
C. goes
D. happens
81. A. computer
B. editor
C. typist
D. printer
82. A. It
B. There
C. You
D. We
83. A. skill
B. work
C. management
D. business
English is a very useful __(84)__. If we know English, we can go to any
countries we like. We will not find it hard to make people understand __(85)__ we want to
say. English also helps us to __(86)___ all kinds of things. Hundreds of books are _(87)_ in
English every day in many __(88)__. English has also helped to spread ideas and
knowledge to all corners of the __(89)__. Therefore, the English language has helped to
spread better ___(90)__ and __(91)___ among countries of the world.
84. A. language
B. languages
C. linguist
D. linguistics
85. A where
B. when
C. what
D. which
86. A learnt
B. learning
C. to learn
D. learn
87. A write
B. wrote
C. written
D. writing
88. A. countrified
B. countries
C. country
D. countryside
89. A school
B. class
C. word
D world
90. A to understand
B. understanding
C. understand
D. understood
91. A friend
B. friendly
C. friendliness
D. friendship
I had a terrible time last Saturday. It (92) cold, but quite sunny, so after
lunch I walked into town. I wanted to buy a pullover. I was looking in the window of a
clothes (93) when someone stole my wallet. While I was walking home, it started (94)
and I arrived home cold and miserable. I decided to have a hot bath. I was getting ready to
have my bath (95) the doorbell rang. It was a flower seller and it took me several
minutes to make him go away. Unfortunately, all the time he was talking (96) me, the
water was running. You can imagine how the kitchen was!
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92.
93.
94.
95.
96.

A. was
A. office
A. rains
A. where
A. of

B. were
B. cafe
B. rain
B. if
B. out

C. has been
C. bar
C. to rain
C. when
C. on

D. is
D. shop
D. rained
D. so
D. to

97. We're short ………. staff in our office at the moment. There aren't enough people to
do the work that has to be done.
a. in
b. of
c. at
d. with
98. I felt sorry ………. the children when they went ………. holiday. It rained every day and
they had to spend most of the time indoor.
a. for / on
b. about / on
c. about / in
d. for / in
99. Two things are very alike, so you say they are the ………. each other.
a. same with
b. same as
c. same like
d. same about
100. We spent the night in a small village and continued our journey ………. day.
a. another
b. other
c. the next
d. the other
101. Bill and ………. boys are playing in the yard. Jane and ………. girls are in the front room.
a. others / another b. other / others
c. the next / the next d. the other / the other
102. An ever-growing proportion of this ………. consists of unburned hydrocarbon gases
from the exhausts of automobiles.
a. pollute
b. polluted
c. pollution
d. pollutant
103. No one really believed it when the news came through that the "Titanic" had ……….
on her maiden voyage.
a. gone over
b. gone on
c. gone down
d. gone off
104. I know you find the course boring, Pauline, but since you've started it, you might as
well ………. it.
a. go with
b. go through with c. go ahead
d. go off
105. It rained, which spoiled our picnic; but if it ………. it ………. a great success.
a. didn't rain / would be
b. had rained / would have been
c. hadn't rained / would have been
d. rained / would be
106. Her ............... was so angry at her attitude that he fired her.
a. employ
b. employer
c. employers
d. employing
107. I hope they ………. this road by the time we come back next summer.
a. repaired
b. will repair
c. would repair
d. will have repaired
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108. The book is divided into five parts and each of these ………. three sections.
a. have
b. has
c. will have
d. had
109. Norman E. Borlaug was the first agricultural scientist to ………. the Nobel Peace Prize.
a. receive
b. have
c. take
d. accept
110. He was caught shop - lifting but since this was his first offence he was ………. with a
warning.
a. gone out
b. gone ahead
c. fallen out
d. let off
111. Paul, do you think you could ………. for the night? It's a bit too late to go home now.
a. let me off
b. go me out
c. fall me out
d. put me up
112. I've been ………. since I must find work soon.
a. unemployed
b. employed
c. employable
d. unemployable
113. Mexico changed from a country with a wheat ………. to one that was a wheat exporter.
a. lack
b. length
c. shortage
d. inadequacy
114. Charlie Chaplin was not an instant ………. in Hollywood.
a. succeed
b. successful
c. success
d. unsuccessful
115. Thank you for bringing me along. I never thought Shakespeare could be so ………. fun.
a. many
b. much
c. few
d. some
116. You should say ………. and do ……….
a. many / few
b. much / little
c. few / many
d. little / much
117. The headmaster ………. that we became more concerned about the environment
around us.
A. suggests
B. warns
C. complains
D. supposes
118. She has just bought ……….
A. an old interesting painting French
B. old an interesting painting French
C. a French old interesting painting
D. an interesting old French painting
119. There were many big tree, between me and the river and now they are fell down
………. in to the water.
A. each other
B. one after another C. one another
D. a lot
120. The water company will have to ………….. off water supplies while repairs to the
pipes are carried out.
A. cut
B. take
C. break
D. set
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